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The Book of Hindu Virtues is a manual intended to
teach. Joseph Edamaruku, one of the most
prominent rationalist thinkers in modern India,
shares in. A rationalist, Edamaruku was also an
astrologer and a journalist. Joseph Edamaruku (7
September 1934 – 29 June 2006). Attained gyan +
(vijnana + vyakarana), the importance and value of
their thoughts and actions in modern. Free
download Joseph Edamaruku Malayalam Pdf
Download. Joseph Edamaruku (1934-2006) was a
journalist and rationalist from Kerala, India.He
contributed to several publications in India,
including.Q: pthread_join() command not working I
am trying to join a multi-threaded program on linux.
I have implemented a scenario in which a blocking
thread puts into a queue and a main thread picks
the elements from this queue and prints them and
also removes the elements from the queue. I know
the problem lies in my implementation as the queue
is not getting empty. I know the program is waiting
for the thread to complete because the printf()
statements are never getting executed even after
waiting for a long time. I have tried using
pthread_join but I am unable to. I know pthread_join
is blocking but it should not be blocking when the
calling program is already blocked. If it is blocking



is there a better way to implement this? code
snippet: void *Producer(void *arg) { int id = *((int
*)arg); printf("Producer::%d ", id);
pthread_mutex_lock(&th); puts(" producing at id :");
int ret = mQueue.put(id); if(ret == -1) {
printf("Unable to put in queue! ");
pthread_exit(NULL); } else { printf("Queue empty
:%d ",mQueue.size()); mQueue.clear(); printf("Queue
is empty :%d ",mQueue.size());
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